In this paper, the 1 -completions of an L-ordered set are introduced and characterized, which generalizes the 1 -completions of a crisp partial ordered set. Then the relationship between 1 -completions and formal L-contexts over an L-ordered set is discussed. In particular, it is shown that 1 -completions of an L-ordered set are one-to-one correspondence with some formal Lcontexts consisting of an L-closure system of upper L-subsets of the L-ordered set, an L-closure system of lower L-subsets of the L-ordered set, and an L-relation between these two systems.
Introduction
The partial order is an important mathematical structure and is useful in many areas. Because of its usefulness, many people have endeavored to extend basic notions in order theory to the many valued setting. In 1971, Zadeh 17 proposed the concepts of fuzzy orders (or L-orders). Then the L-orders have been studied extensively and many results on this topic have been obtained (see, e.g. 3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 ). The theory of concept lattice (formal concept analysis), being a branch in the theory of lattices, is a hierarchical structure of concept as analysis of data, which is in the form of a table describing a relationship between objects and attributes. With the rapid development of knowledge engineering, it has become an important object for the study of arti cial intelligence subjects. But in many applications, most of information is vague and complex, the traditional formal concept analysis is difficult to express the fuzzy and uncertain information. To solve this problem, a nature idea, developed in fuzzy logic 2 , is to use fuzzy relation instead of crisp relation. Inspired by this, formal L-context and fuzzy concept lattice are proposed by B lohlávek 2, 3 . It is well known, in the theory of lattices 5, 8 , completions of partial ordered sets are always closely linked with the formal contexts. For example, the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of a partial ordered set ( , ) X is exactly the concept lattice of the formal context ( , , ) X X ; the 1 -completions of a partial ordered set are in one-to-one correspondence with certain formal contexts consisting of an closure system of upper subsets of the partial ordered set, an closure system of lower subsets of the partial ordered set, and a relation between these two systems 7 . In the framework of L-orders, Wagner 11 constructed an enriched version of the Dedekind-MacNeille completion for ancategory. B lohlávek 2,3 used fuzzy concept lattices to describe the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of an L-ordered set. When is a complete residuated lattice, the two versions of Dedekind-MacNeille completion for an L-ordered set agree with each other. On the other hand, Xieet al.
14 also constructed the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of an L-ordered set and showed that it is L-order isomorphic to that in 11 when is a frame. Wang and Zhao 12 constructed the join-completions of L-ordered sets. Motivated by the study of completions of L-ordered sets and formal Lcontexts, this paper is devoted to studying 1 -completions of L-ordered sets and its relationship with formal Lcontexts.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we list some notions and results in 2, 3, 6, 10, 16, 18, 19, 20 . In Section 3, we build and characterize the 1 -completions of an L-ordered set. In Section 4, we describe the 1 -completions of an L-ordered set by formal L-contexts. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Section 5.
Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, L always denotes a complete residuated lattice 13 . Let Xbe a set. Dual to the logical correspondence in 9 , let ( , ) X e be a fuzzy poset, , 
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Definition 2.2 (Zhang and Fan

18
) Let ( , ) X e be an L-ordered set and
A x e x y e x y (resp.,
A x e y x e y x ).
Proposition 2.3 (B lohlávek
2,3 and Xie et al. 14 ) Let ( , ) X e be an L-ordered set. Then
A x e x y e x y for all y X ;
A x e y x e y x for all y X .
Let ( , )
X e be an L-ordered set and x X . De ne two mappings , :
x y e y x ( ) ( , ) x y e x y for all y X . Obviously, we have respectively.
Formal L-contexts
1 -completions of an L-ordered set
In this section, based on join-and meet-completions, we introduce the 1 -completion, which is closely linked with the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of an L-ordered set.
Definition 3.1 (Xie et al. 14 ) Let (X, e) be an L-ordered set and Y X. Y is said to be join-dense (resp., meet-dense) in X if for each x X there is an L-subset A of Y such that x=i (A) (resp., x =i (A)), where i : Y X is the inclusion mapping. The L-adjunction closed sets of the rstL-adjunction are:
Moreover, it is clear that Y is an L-closure system on X and μ x Y for all x X. The corresponding notation for the second L-adjunction is ! Y and (Y) respectively.
Proposition 3.6
A completion Y of the L-ordered set (X, e) is a join-completion (resp., meet-completion) if and only if Y =(Y) (resp., Y = (Y)) and that, for any completion Y , the extension (Y) (resp., (Y)) of (X, e) is a joincompletion (resp., meet-completion) of (X, e).
Proof.Obviously. By the above proposition, we have that a completion Y of an L-ordered set (X, e) is the Dedekind-MacNeille completion if and only if Y = (Y)=(Y).
Remark 3
It is clear that Y Y is a correspondence between meet-completions of (X, e) and L-closure systems on (X, e) that contain the principal upper L-subsets. For convenience, we will call a collection of upper L-subsets of (X, e) standard provided μ x F for all x X, and dually for systems of lower L-subsets. Thus the meet-completions of an L-ordered set (X, e) are in one-to-one correspondence with the standard L-closure systems of upper L-subsets of (X, e) and join-completions are one-to-one correspondence with the standard L-closure systems of lower Lsubsets of (X, e). 
The relationships between 1 -completions and formal L-contexts
According to a fundamental result of B lohlávek [3, Theorem 16] , for any L-ordered set (X, e), (X, X, e) is a formal L-context and ( ( , , )
X X e G , sub X )=(DM L (X),sub X ), which means that for any L-ordered set (X, e), the Dedekind-MacNeille completion (DM L (X),sub X ) corresponds to the formal L-context (X, X, e). Next, we main discuss the relationship between 1 -completions and formal L-contexts over an L-ordered set.
Firstly, we explore how to construct an L-ordered set from a formal L-context (X, Y, R). The speci c steps are as follows:
Step 
